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OPTIMISE YOUR GRAMMAR | Standard6

Optimise B2

B2

Verb patterns (1): verb + infinitive/‑ing
1  Choose the correct word or phrase. 

Sometimes both answers are possible.
1 Alex seems to be / be enjoying his guitar lessons 

more now and practises every day.

2 When you sent that email about the work 
placement programme you forgot copy / to copy 
in the principal.

3 The manager made her to work / work until 
10 pm last night because he wanted to email the 
report that evening.

4 My parents prefer going / to go on holiday 
abroad so they can learn about different cultures.

5 Would you mind preparing / to prepare a 
presentation on your work experience?

6 I can’t imagine to work / working in an office 
from 9 to 5 every day.

2  Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of the verbs in brackets.

1 My cousin chose              at 
a soup kitchen over the holidays this year. 
(volunteer)

2 Do you think the chef would consider  
             the menu a little more? 
(vary)

3 My parents can’t afford              
yet. They need to work for another few years at 
least. (retire)

4 Tim offered              Lucy at 
work so that she could take time off to study for 
her exams. (fill in for)

5 This internship involves              
in the office, doing a variety of tasks such as 
photocopying and filing. (work)

6 I attempted              for the 
exam but I couldn’t concentrate at all. (study)

Verb patterns (2): infinitives of 
purpose

3  Write one word in each gap.
1 They worked very late every day this week so  

       not to miss the deadline.

2 I went around to my neighbour        
order to check that she was OK.

3 You need        remember the password if 
you want to access the database.

4 We prefer working behind the scenes rather  
       being in front of the cameras.

5 Flor had        resign, otherwise she was 
going to get the sack.

4  Complete the second sentence so it has a 
similar meaning to the first. Do not change 
the word given. Use two to five words, 
including the word given.

1 I didn’t want to forget the assignment so I stuck a 
note on my computer screen. AS

I stuck a note on my computer screen  
             the assignment.

2 Matt is volunteering at the charity headquarters 
to get some work experience. IN

Matt is volunteering at the charity headquarters  
             work experience.

3 They don’t want to employ more staff because 
they aren’t making enough money. PREFER

They would              more staff 
because they aren’t making enough money.

4 She satisfied her curiosity by researching the 
topic for hours last night. SO

She researched the topic for hours last night  
             her curiosity.

5 This table of diners has been very demanding – 
I’ll be very cross if they don’t give me a good tip. 
 HAD

This table of diners has been very demanding – 
they              a good tip.

Unit round-up
5  Complete the dialogue with the correct 

form of the verbs in the box.

 be   |   clean out   |   gain   |   get   |   go 
have   |   organise   |   tell   |   work (× 2)

Work experience on the farm
A: Why are you wearing those old clothes?
B: I’m off to the farm for the afternoon. I’m doing some 

work experience there. I wear these so as not  
(1)           my other clothes dirty.

A: Wow! I can’t imagine you (2)           on a 
farm. Are you enjoying it?

B: It’s great. I enjoy (3)           outdoors and 
I love animals.

A: What kinds of things do you do?
B: I help (4)           the horses’ stables and 

the chicken sheds. I feed the animals and check they 
have water. 

A: How did you get a job there?
B: The farm told the school that they were interested 

in (5)           some work‑experience 
placements. When I went to see the careers adviser 
he promised (6)           the farm I was  
interested. He arranged for me (7)           
an interview, and I got the placement.

A: How long is it for?
B: As long as I want really. I go three times a week. 

Obviously I don’t get paid but I’m not doing it for the 
money. I’m doing it (8)           additional 
skills.

A: I think I would rather (9)           indoors 
in an office or something. 

B: You’d better (10)           and see the 
careers adviser.


